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DRAFT A CLEAR 
INTEGRATED STRATEGY 

COMMIT TO LEADERSHIP FROM 
THE TOP THROUGH THE MIDDLE

ADOPT AN AGILE 
GOVERNANCE MINDSET

CREATE A BUSINESS LED MODULAR 
TECH AND DATA PLATFORM 

MONITOR AND MEASURE 
YOUR PROGRESS

Leading consultancy BCG recently 
highlighted that just 35% of companies are 
achieving their digital goals and identified 
a 6-point plan to success. 

Digital and technology remain under-represented 
within the Executive and Non-Executive teams of 
major insurers and providers. A clear voice from the 
top is needed to build and articulate the vision of 
digital first businesses. 

However, this doesn’t guarantee success. Top 
teams need to ensure alignment throughout the 
organisation, it is critical that middle managers share 
the vision of digital first and are just as committed to 
transformation. That means an acceptance of new 
priorities, new practices and process re-engineering. 

Agile thinking defines modern businesses. 
The desire to challenge, identify and pivot 
consumes modern executives who are 
changing not only their own thinking, but  
how they structure and deploy their  
teams to achieve better outcomes –  

both for their customers and bottom line. 
The preconception that businesses more 
bureaucratic than agile will struggle in the 
modern age prevails, especially related to 
tech and digital. 

Whilst start-ups and new entrants break the mould, market incumbents in the protection 
insurance and wider financial services markets are not typically recognised for their cutting-
edge tech. For many, organisational and product complexity, together with mergers and/or 
acquisitions have resulted in aging legacy tech platforms which inhibit digital transformation. 

Every company should set clear metrics and customer outcomes to report against. 
However, In the data rich business world, there are still too many businesses where silos 
inhibit reporting and results. The impacts are numerous, lost revenue, reduced margins 
and failing customer understanding. 

Too many providers in our sector lack a 
true digital strategy. Digital is often seen to 
facilitate, rather than drive strategy. The new 
world demands a change in this approach. 
The importance of tech and digital place it at 
the centre of strategy, not on the fringes. 

“We collaborate with providers to build the digital strategy 
you need to achieve your goals. We understand that effective, 
long-lasting partnerships are about far more than providing 
solutions. Our approach is all about adding value and insight 
to our partners. The technology landscape is dynamic, with 
shifting parameters and market dynamics. It’s here we can add 
real value, helping providers navigate the landscape and build 
a simple, coherent and adaptable digital strategy. 

This digital roadmap will help establish what digital means to 
your organisation for the long-term. Crucially, we have the tools 
to help deliver your key milestones and projects too.”

“Tech and digital has varied presence on both executive 
and non-executive teams within life and pensions providers. 
Invariably, the more prominent both are, the more effective 
organisations become in their quest for digitisation. But, that 
isn’t a single success factor. 

It is vital that leadership challenge and empower their 
management teams to align behind their strategy, bringing it 
to life for all their employees.” 

The biggest businesses in the world are 
digital native, not digital adopters. Providers 
are moving slowly in the right direction, but 
often too slowly to avoid falling behind. 

Paul Yates, Product Strategy Director 

Ian Teague, Managing Director

Helen Jones, HR Director 

Contact us today to organise a digital diagnosis and 
explore these trends, bespoke to your business. 

Here’s our response to that plan, with 
specific takeaways and insight for 
the UK life and pensions markets. 

“

“

THE 
REWARDS FOR 
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION 

3. PUT THE BEST PEOPLE 
IN THE RIGHT PLACES

A digitisation strategy touches every facet of a business. From CTO to CMO, from Underwriters 
to Claims Assessors. It is key to have representatives, with a passion for digitisation in the right 
places – to empower and inspire throughout the organisation. Empowering through experience 
and skills, inspiring through energy and passion. 

“It seems obvious, but the best change and digitisation 
programmes will fail without the right people, or with the right 
people in the wrong places. Leaders need talent spread far 
and wide to lead, to teach, to inspire and to energise. In life 
and pensions providers, digital and tech are not always as well 
represented as finance, actuarial or risk functions; which can 
be a challenge throughout digitisation programmes. 

To ensure success, digital and tech evangelists can be 
recruited or developed. Remember, some team members 
adapt and thrive on change and some are hesitant and fearful. 
The best people and leaders take those around with them, 
but they need to understand and empathise with their team, 
supporting where necessary.  ”   

“

“Most providers are aware of the importance of agility, 
but how many are truly setup to achieve it? This begins 
with the correct mindset; an agile mindset has previously 
been defined and explained visually, as below.”  “

Martin Reddington, Senior Vice President Technology 

Luke Harrison,  
Head of Data 
Analytics 

Chris Samuel, Business Operations Director 

“In agile businesses, this mindset then drives employee engagement and the right team 
structures. It could be deploying a scrum framework deploys the right skills to deliver 
projects; projects that can move and flex as both the business and customers dictate.”

“Data and reporting should form the backbone of every business, and for 
providers this is no different. However, for many there are mature areas of 
data richness and functions which have little access to data or reporting 
capability. For example, the data insurers gather on customer health (and 
behaviour) would be the envy of businesses across many sectors. But, how 
much of it is deployed past pricing and risk management?” 

“For providers on a journey to become truly data led businesses, first (and 
most importantly) the right platform needs to be in place to enable central 
data capture and the ability to integrate feedback loops from models.” 

“The foundation of any provider is its technology platform and infrastructure. 
Monolithic legacy platforms not only constrain a provider’s ability build 
innovative products and service, they inhibit any drive towards digital 
transformation. Modern, componentised platforms with seamless 
connectivity across the technology ecosystem have the power to unlock 
potential, revolutionising product and service design; whilst delivering 
efficiency through self-service.” 

“

“
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